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                                                           Platform 
Criteria

Cassandra

Website http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apache_Cassandra       http://cassandra.apache.org/
http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/FrontPage

OS Linux

Programming languages/bindings/APIs Python, Java, Php, Ruby

How it works? Data Model:
- Cassandra has a data model that can most easily be thought of as a four or five dimensional hash 
- A table in Cassandra is a distributed multidimensional map indexed by a key. The value is an object which 
is highly structured. The row key in a table is a string with no size restrictions, although typically 16 to 36 
bytes long. (it is a sorted strings table, often called an SSTable — an immutable data structure). 

Write performance in Cassandra is excellent. The internals are specifically geared towards a heavy-write 
system. It writes to a memory table and a serial commit log, and every so often the memory table is flushed 
to disk in what the Big Table paper describes as a sorted strings table, often called an SSTable — an 
immutable data structure. There is a lot more happening behind the scenes, but the performance 
characteristics are clear: there is nothing slow in the write path. The Cassandra wiki page on Architecture 
Internals provides more details.

Used for Cloudkick:
- metric monitoring (CPU, Disk,Memory, Load, IO, Bandwidth, Memcache, HTTP, HTTPS, Ping, and SSH)
- node diagnostics
Facebook: - imbox search
Apache:-it's a top level project
Other companies that use: CISCO, IBM, Digg, Twitter, Reddit

Main features offered by the product Distributed DBMS to handle very large amounts of data spread across many servers.

Flexible schema: With Cassandra, like a document store, you don’t have to decide what fields you need 
in your records ahead of time. You can add and remove arbitrary fields on the fly. This is an incredible 
productivity boost, especially in large deployments.

Durability Cassandra is suitable for applications that can't afford to lose data, even when an entire data 
center goes down. 

Main features that this product claims to 
bring extra than others

True linear scalability: Cassandra scales horizontally in the purest sense. To add more capacity to a cluster, 
turn on another machine. You don’t have restart any processes, change your application queries, or manually 
relocate any data.

Massive write performance

Low operational costs

Range queries: unlike most key/value stores, you can query for ordered ranges of keys. 

List datastructures: super columns add a 5th dimension to the hybrid model, turning columns into lists. 
This is very handy for things like per-user indexes. 

Distributed writes: you can read and write any data to anywhere in the cluster at any time. There is never 
any single point of failure!!!

Can offer a more holistic view of the system than RRDTool

Cassandra is a hybrid non-relational database in the same class as Google’s BigTable. It is more featureful 
than a key/value store like Riak, but supports fewer query types than a document store like MongoDB

Type of data it can store Anything

How fast is the input(load 
time)/output(retrieval time) of data

Load time = very fast (need to provide more evidence)

Granularity (static/dynamic) – see if looses 
precision as more data is stored

Up to programmer

How much volume of data can it handle? 
(per sec / to store over time)

Benchmarks http://www.brianfrankcooper.net/pubs/ycsb.pdf (Cassandra vs HBase vs Yahoo PNUTS). HBase is used by 

http://www.brianfrankcooper.net/pubs/ycsb.pdf
http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/Durability
http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/ArchitectureInternals
http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/ArchitectureInternals
http://labs.google.com/papers/bigtable.html
http://cassandra.apache.org/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apache_Cassandra


OpenTSDB so consider comparison with OpenTSDB

Community activity Has mailing lists, chats
-Last message sent on mailing list: 2011/02/02
-Last bug report:  2011/02/02
-Last stable release: Version 0.7.0 on 2011-01-09
-Issues 30 day summary for all currently developed versions:0.71, 0.72, 0.8

                            Issues: 166 created and 133 resolved 

Quantity Detailed Documentation Substantial

Possible Issues Major compactions
Because SSTables are never modified on-disk, only replaced, you need to do a major compaction in order to 
reclaim all of your disk space if you delete or modify a row.

With Cassandra you need to think about what queries you want to support efficiently ahead of time, and 
model appropriately. Since there are no automatically-provided indexes, you will be much closer to one 
ColumnFamily per query than you would have been with tables:queries relationally

Comments Uses hash for keys so this might mean it takes longer that MongoDB

■ Cloudcick ‘s explanation of why they chose Cassandra – mentions in comparison to RRDTool 
https://www.cloudkick.com/blog/2010/mar/02/4_months_with_cassandra/

At Cloudkick we track a ton of metrics about our customer's servers and it's quite a challenge to store such 
massive amounts of data. Early on, we made the decision to avoid using tools like RRDTool, so we 
could provide a more holistic look at infrastructure. 
We had two firm requirements: 

- we wanted to show trends on a macro-level 
- very low latency so our users would never wait for graphs to build.

■ Advantages of Cassandra:
Linear scalability
Massive write performance
Low operational costs

https://www.cloudkick.com/blog/2010/mar/02/4_months_with_cassandra/


■ Cassandra data model:

Model representation:

Column

name Binary

value Binary

timestamp i64

All values are supplied by the client, including the 'timestamp'. This means that clocks 
on the clients should be synchronized (in the Cassandra server environment is useful also), 
as these timestamps are used for conflict resolution. In many cases the 'timestamp' is not 
used in client applications, and it becomes convenient to think of a column as a name/value 
pair. For the remainder of this document, 'timestamps' will be elided for readability. It is also 
worth noting the name and value are binary values, although in many applications they are 
UTF8 serialized strings.

Timestamps can be anything you like, but microseconds since 1970 is a convention. Whatev-
er you use, it must be consistent across the application otherwise earlier changes may over-
write newer ones.

ColumnFamily

Key SuperColumns

"my-new-guitar" key Columns

post name value timestamp

"subject" "My new guitar" 1270073054

"body" "a lot of text" 1270073054

"created" "01/01/2010" 1270073054

tags name value timestamp

"tag0" "Guitar" 1270084021

"tag1" "Instrument" 1270084021

"guitar-lessons" key Columns

post name value timestamp

"subject" "Guitar lessons" 1270073054

"body" "a lot of text" 1270073054

"created" "01/03/2010" 1270073054

tags name value timestamp

"tag0" "Guitar" 1270084021

"tag1" "Instrument" 1270084021

"tag2" "Lessons" 1270084021



http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/DataModelv2?highlight=(Cassandra)

Very interesting bechmarking done by Yahoo: Cassandra vs HBase vs YahooPNUTS: 
http://www.brianfrankcooper.net/pubs/ycsb.pdf

The most obvious differences are between the various data models:
- the column-group oriented BigTable model used in Cassandra and HBase 
- the simple hashtable model of Voldemort 
- the document model of CouchDB, MongoDB

Note: The information from this file is mostly taken from the various links mentioned above.

http://www.brianfrankcooper.net/pubs/ycsb.pdf
http://wiki.apache.org/cassandra/DataModelv2?highlight=(Cassandra
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